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In General 
BUDGET CUTS AT NRAO 

The NSF informed us on October 2, 1981, that it had been asked to address President 
Reagan^ proposal to cut the 1982 budget by 12% from the current 1982 NSF budget then before 
Congress. Although the Congress and the President have recently agreed on a smaller 
reduction, the final NSF and NRAO reduction levels are not known.  The NRAO has made plans 
for a 10% reduction in its 1982 funding relative to its proposed budget submitted last 
spring to the NSF.  These plans include, among others, 

- reducing the employment levels at the NRAO by 20 full-time positions, most of which 
will take effect at the beginning of 1982; 

- limiting part-time employment and overtime to emergency coverage; 

- limiting purchase of operating equipment (excludes research equipment already 
programmed) to emergency purchases only. 

These actions are intended to ensure a vital and viable operation at all NRAO sites. 

  CANCELLATION OF SUMMER STUDENT PROGRAM   

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory regretfully announces the cancellation of its 
1982 Summer Research Assistantship Program for undergraduate and graduate students.  Reduced 
funding levels provided foe the operation of Observatory facilities by the National Science 
Foundation have forced the NRAO to cut back on a large number of services in order to 
•naLntain those that are essential to visiting researchers at NRAO's four geographic 
locations. 

The Summer Research Assistantship program at the NRAO has played a fundamental role in 
bringing young talented students into the field of radio astronomy for the past twenty 
years.  The Observatory is committed to this goal over the long-term and will make every 
effort to reinstate the program in 1983 and beyond.  In the meantime, applications from 
students who have their own support will still be accepted.  The deadline remains 
February 1, 1982. 

R. J. Havlen 

TERMINATION OF "THE OBSERVER" 

Because of budget cuts and a reduction in force at Green Bank, "The Observer" will no 
longer be published.  "The Observer", an NRAO publication on current affairs with wide 
outside circulation, has been published regularly since 1961. 

Wally Oref 

The NRAO NEWSLETTER is published bi-monthly by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, 
Edgemont Road,  Charlottesville,   VA.   22903-24?'5 USA.    NRAO is operated by Associated 

Universities,  Inc.   under contract wifch the National Science Foundation. 
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NEW CHARLOTTESVILLE COMPUTER 

The IBM Model 360/65 central processing unit in the Charlottesville computer center has 
been replaced by an IBM Model 4341.  With minor exceptions, the peripheral equipment remains 
the same.  The new CPU currently runs the same operating system and same application 
software; it is plug compatible with the old system.  Similarly, its compute power is 
approximately that of the old system.  The change was made for operational reasons. The old 
system was becoming increasingly difficult to maintain, and its maintenance cost was rising 
rapidly in excess of 15% per year. Monthly cost (rental, maintenance and utilities) on the 
new system is approximately equal to that of its predecessor assuming a 10% overall (1981 
to 1982) operating increase on the old system.  This percentage increase has been the case 
for the last few years.  The IBM Model 4341 is physically much smaller than the IBM Model 
360/65.  We plan to move the Charlottesville AIPS-VAX into this space and to use the 
computer operators to provide service for both systems. 

W. R. Burns 

NOTICE REGARDING THE NRAO REPRINT SERIES 

Having distributed over 700,000 copies of some 1900 papers during the past 24 years, the 
NRAO has decided to follow the lead of other observatories and astronomical institutes 
world-wide and cease the distribution of reprints from journals available in most 
astronomical libraries, commencing with 1982 papers.  Lists of papers published by staff and 
visitors will continue to be distributed periodically and reprints from journals and books 
not easily accessible to astronomers will be available, as will reprints of the NRAO Annual 
Report, published in the Bulletin of the American Astronomical Society.  In addition, any 
original NRAO publications will continue to be offered to those on our mailing list, in 
fulfillment of our exchange agreements. 

The reasons for this decision are the usual ones and include the ever-rising costs 
involved in both buying and mailing the reprints, cognizance of the ubiquity of photocopying 
machines, and the recognition of our corporate ecological responsibility to help stem the 
flood of paper proliferation.  It is understood that this decision may inconvenience some 
users of the NRAO reprints, and we hope that this inconvenience will not be too serious. 

Sarah Martin 

SLIDE AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT COLLECTION 

The NRAO is in the process of assembling and documenting an extensive 35 mm slide and 
photographic print collection.  This collection will include radio and optical images, 
related research data, technical equipment, NRAO site shots, miscellaneous radio and optical 
instrumentation, teaching aids, and items of historical interest. 

Additions with documentation and suggestions for additions to this collection are being 
actively solicited.  Original materials loaned to the NRAO for duplication will be handled 
with the greatest care and returned promptly. 

We are looking into the possibility of having an outside organization distribute slides 
and prints for the Observatory.  For more information about the use and availability of this 
collection, contact M. B. (Peg) Weems, Technical Publications Supervisor, National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory, Edgemont Road, Charlottesville, VA 22901; telephone (804) 296-0268. 

Peggy Weems 
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NRAO OBSERVING STATISTICS 

The following table compares the number of scientists whose observing programs have been 
allocated time during the first eleven months of 1981 with those scientists receiving time 
during all of 1980. 

36 foot      140 foot       300 foot VLA       All telescopes 
1980 1981   1980  1981    1980  1981    1980  1981     1980  1981 

Visitors       81   75    138   129      33    33     181   287      283   411 

Students       10   14     25    32      14    14      26    57       61    92 

NRAO Staff 
+ post docs    11    8     21    17      10     9      32    37      34    40 

Total        102   97    184   178      57    56     239   381      378   543 

The large increase in the number of visitors served by the NRAO is entirely due to the 
increasing popularity of the VLA, where 420 individual proposals were received during 1981. 
As a result of the tremendous power of the instrument, modest time requests by proposers, 
and full time operation, fully 75% of those proposals were scheduled in whole or in part. 

R. J. Havlen 

VLA 
SENSITIVITY OF THE VLA AT K BAND 

The nominal observing range of the VLA at K band is 22.0-24.0 GHz.  However, the local 
oscillator will lock up and allow useful observations over the range 21.5 GHz to 24.5 GHz. 
The sensitivity of the cooled mixer receivers was optimized for water line observations.  A 
recent survey of 51 receivers showed an average system temperature of 363 K around the 
water line frequency.  In hindsight this optimization may not have been the best choice 
because the VLA is proving to be as useful for ammonia observations, which need high 
sensitivity, as it is for water observations.  At the ammonia frequencies on the band edges 
(21.7 GHz and 23.5 GHz to 24.5 GHz), the sensitivity of the VLA is about half its water line 
value.  This degradation has two principal reasons.  The image enhancement of the cooled 
mixers is optimized for the water line and rolls off at the band edges.  The local 
oscillator power, which does not have an automatic level control, is optimized only for the 
water line.  This increases the system temperature at the band edges.  Current plans call 
for cryogenically cooled GaAsFET amplifiers to be installed as preamplifiers in front of the 
mixers in 1983 (Tsys goal < 150 K) so it is not considered worthwhile to modify the mixers 
to improve their sensitivity for ammonia.  An investigation is under way to see if resetting 
and controling local oscillator levels will improve ammonia sensitivity. 

The maser preamplifier in Antenna 09 is now working reliably and can be tuned to give a 
system temperature of approximately 100 K in good weather across the whole range of K band 
frequencies. 

Peter Napier 
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE VLA CALIBRATION-SOURCE NETWORK 

The current list of VLA calibrators contains roughly 500 objects, each of which is known 
to be suitable for calibration purposes at one or more bands and at one or more 
configurations.  The list is soon to be augmented by approximately 200 new objects whose 
suitability for calibration purposes has recently been determined.  This total of 700 
sources will complete the calibrator survey, unless it is clearly demonstrated that the 
addition of still more objects will have a beneficial result on calibration. 

By mid-1982, we hope to have positions accurate to ±0705 for all sources.  Currently, 
~400 have this positional accuracy.  Because virtually all calibrator sources are variable, 
and because of the large number of sources, no attempt is made to systematically monitor 
fluxes.  However, the fluxes of three circumpolar sources (0212+735, 0836+710, and 1803+784) 
are regularly monitored at all bands.  These should provide a good flux scale for all users 
unable to observe the standard flux calibrators. 

The calibration manual has undergone a major revision, with a new format as the most 
visible change.  The suitability of each source for calibration in any configuration/band 
mode will be described by a matrix.  For example, the matrix for 0003-066 is: 

Band Flux 
A 

Configuration 
B    C D 

L 1.6 P S X X UVMIN = 20,000 

C 1.3 P P P P 

The first column contains the band code, with U and K bands lumped together.  The second 
column contains the approximate flux.  The next four columns contain the coded information 
for the array configurations listed on top, and the last column contains u-v range 
information necessary for successful running of ANTS0L.  The meaning of the letters in the 
matrix are:  P:  Primary calibrator.  The flux seen on any baseline is within 5% of the mean 
(note that this means the rms scatter is then less than 1-2%).  S:  Secondary.  The flux on 
any baseline is within 10% of the mean.  X:  Unsuitable for calibration.  The indicated 
20,000 nsec limit means 0003-066 is unsuitable as a calibrator at baselines less than 
20,000 nsec. 

The new table is still undergoing expansion, and it is hoped to be available by early 
1982. 

Rick Perley 

VLA AIPS DOWNTIME 

The VLA AIPS system will not be available for use for the week starting January 4, 1982 
A new, second VAX is being introduced so that two identical AIPS systems will be available. 
Some construction work is necessary in the computer room. It is expected that at least one 
AIPS will be available January 8, 1982. 

T. Cornwell 
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K-BAND AMPLITUDE CORRECTIONS 

Prospective K-band observers should be aware that amplitude measurements at this 
frequency are compromised by a number of effects such as pointing errors, atmospheric 
extinction, and dependence of antenna gain on elevation angle.  Work is in progress to 
provide users with the capability to correct for these effects.  A method for determination 
of and compensation for atmospheric extinction is well along in development and should be 
available for observers by the time of this newsletter.  If your program would benefit by 
improved K-band amplitude measurements, contact the author for a description of what is 
available, at telephone 505-772-4253 (FTS 476-8253). 

Steve Spangler 

OPTIONS FOR IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICES 

In order to pick an image display system for use with the new map making system at the 
VLA, we have made a thorough survey of currently available systems.  A document has been 
produced which describes various aspects of these systems which may be non-obvious.  Copies 
are available to anyone who is interested.  Telephone 505-772-4277 (FTS 476-8277). 

Jim Torson 

WORKSHOP ON SYNTHESIS MAPPING 

Almost 100 people have returned the questionnaire concerning the summer school on 
interferometry and synthesis techniques.  This has been very encouraging, and we would like 
to thank all those who replied.  Plans should be firm by about February 1, and we will then 
mail out registration material and further information.  Tentative plans include 16 
lectures over four days with possibly one day of data reduction demonstrations and exercises 
on the VLA computers.  The location will be Socorro and the time probably late June or 
early July.  Some written record of the material in the form of notes or more detailed 
descriptions will be produced. 

A. R. Thompson and R. Sramek 

REVISION OF VLA USER'S MANUAL 

The updating of "An Introduction to the NRAO VLA" will be completed in January 1982, and 
copies should be available in February or shortly thereafter.  This and future editions will 
be in a 3-ring notebook format to permit easier updating of individual chapters.  VLA users 
can obtain their copies when returning to the VLA site.  Prospective users without an old 
edition can request a copy from the site director's office. 

R. M. Hjellraing 

VLBI 
VLBI CLOCK AT THE VLA 

The Hydrogen Maser clock on loan from SAO has been returned to SAO.  There are no 
definite plans for a future loan, although it is possible that the clock will return to the 
VLA for the June 1982 VLBI run.  Until further notice, VLBI experiments will have to use a 
Hewlett Packard 5065 A Rubidium clock which was completely overhauled by H.P. in December 
1980. 

Peter Napier 
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36-Foot 
RECEIVERS FOR THE 1-mm ATMOSPHERIC WINDOW 

The NRAO now has two such receivers:  a mixer and a bolometer. 

The mixer, just used by observers in November, covers the range 200-240 GHz.  On the 
telescope its aperture efficiency is 9%, compared with 5% measured earlier in June.  Part of 
the improvement is due to removal of the paint from the reflector surface and part is due 
to the cooler temperatures of November compared to June.  The receiver temperature is 
800-1000 K (SSB).  To this must be added the atmospheric contribution which ranges from 
50-100 K for one air mass on a dry day.  For those using it for continuum, its full band 
sensitivity is 15 Jy in one second at 230 GHz. 

The bolometer is, of course, useful only for continuum work.  Although It can be used 
for the 1, 2, and 3 ram atmospheric windows, it is most useful in the 1 and 2 mm windows. 
Used with the present surface at 1.1 mm, it can detect 8 Jy in one second in good weather. 
However, due to changes in background pick up when the antenna is moved, the ultimate 
detectivity on the existing surface is still uncertain.  Various means of solving this 
problem are being investigated.  It is clear that the full performance of the bolometer 
system will only be realized with the new surface. 

Because the mixer sensitivity is adequate for both spectral line and continuum 
observations, it will be used for continuum observations whenever possible.  Owing to 
changes in surface figure with temperature, it may well be that continuum observations will 
not be practical on the present surface. 

John Payne 

NEW DUAL-POLARIZATION LOCAL OSCILLATOR INJECTION SYSTEM 

The advent of the new receiver mounting associated with the coming 12-m surface, and our 
experience with quasi-optical devices, has led to construction of a new system for 
injection of the local oscillator into our mixers.  This device, known as a L0 diplexer, 
allows both RF and L0 signals to enter the mixer cavity via the feed.  Both RF polarizations 
are passed.  The low loss characteristic of the diplexer will eventually allow us to replace 
the expensive klystrons with solid-state oscillators.  Also, for spectroscopy, it is 
possible to terminate the unwanted RF sideband into a 20 K termination. 

This diplexer model has been built and tested.  It will be installed on the next 
generation of receivers built for the 12-m surface. 

John Payne 

NEW CHARGE SCHEDULE FOR KITT PEAK OBSERVERS 

Beginning January 1, 1982, all NRAO observers will be charged $21 per night.  This 
charge will cover all meals (whether eaten or not) and mountain services such as use of the 
laundromat, linen, lodging, etc.  Of this fee, $5 will go to the NRAO for lodging and $16 to 
KPNO for food and other services.  Under this system, you will be able to make use of the 
mini-kitchen in the KPNO dining hall at anytime without additional charges. 

Mark Gordon 
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CHANGES IN OBSERVER PROCEDURES 

Budget restrictions have forced us to restrict the number of magnetic tapes given to 
observers.  Starting immediately, each observing team will be furnished one copy of their 
data on tape.  Additional copies will cost $12 per reel, or will be made on tapes supplied 
by the observer. 

Mark Gordon 

AUXILIARY AIR STRIP 

Some months ago, the Department of Defense announced plans to construct a practice air 
field in the valley to the east of Kitt Peak.  This runway would be used for the training of 
A-10 pilots, now taking place at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson.  After a crash near 
the University of Arizona, the authorities felt it time to relocate the training activities 
away from the city. 

The "Kitt Peak" runway was attractive to DOD because it was close to D-Mfs aircraft 
service facilities, yet situated so that the runway approaches lay over unpopulated areas. 

The threat to astronomy was great. Geoffrey Burbidge calculated that the sentry lights 
alone would increase night-sky brightness over Kitt Peak as much as 10 years of additional 
growth of the city, of Tucson. The 40,000 flights a year would release exhaust pollutants 
which could interfere with the early morning solar observations.  The radio and radar 
equipment might have interfered with our millimeter-wave observations.  Perhaps worst of 
all, once there, the DOD could greatly expand the flight activities in the future without 
having to consult with the astronomers. 

A few weeks ago, the DOD announced that they would go to the Fort Huachuca - Sierra 
Vista area instead of the Kitt Peak site. Many thanks to all of you who wrote letters or 
contacted your congressmen.  The threat is now over. 

Mark Gordon 

Green Bank 
USN0 INTERFEROMETER NEW LONG BASELINE PROJECT 

A 32 km baseline nearly orthogonal to the current 35 km baseline is being added to the 
Green Bank interferometer.  A contract has been signed with TIW Systems, Inc. of Sunnyvale 
and Toronto for a 14.2-meter antenna to be delivered in August 1982 to the Monterville, WV 
site.  A 17 GHz carrier, L0 and IF link is being designed for both the old and new 
baseline to eliminate the 1.35 GHz interference to redshifted HI from the present L0 link. 
When the new baseline nears completion in late 1983, one of the 85-foot antennas will be 
taken out of service so that its front end and IF channel may be used with the new 
antenna. Leases have been signed for land for the new antenna and for the passive link 
relay on Cheat Mountain. 

J. R. Fisher 
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GREEN BANK WORKSHOP ON EXTRAGALACTIC MOLECULES 

The Green Bank hosted a 2 1/2 day workshop on Extragalactic Molecules on November 2-4 
workshop was organized by M. Kutner (RPI), L. Blitz (Maryland), and R. Havlen (NRAO). 
Forty-three astronomers attended from 21 different institutions, including three in Europe. 
A lot of unpublished data presently exists in this just-emerging subject, which produced 
interesting talks and discussions on many aspects including nuclear vs. disk molecular 
components, the radial distribution of disk components, apparent spiral structure as seen in 
molecules, morphological types, and statistics of detections from recent surveys.  One day 
was devoted to related topics in our own Galaxy, which seems to be rather unique in its 
molecular distribution as compared to other galaxies.  One central theme of the workshop was 
the severe limits imposed on this field by the modest spatial resolution (1 arc min at best) 
of existing millimeter-wave telescopes. 

A summary of each speaker's contributions has been requested, and a compendium of the 
material should be ready soon for distribution to participants and others interested. 

The Editor 

FUTURE GREEN BANK WORKSHOP PLANS 

Two workshops for the spring of 1982 are currently in the planning stages.  Astronomers 
who are interested in learning- more about the scientific content of these informal meetings 
or who might have new results related to these topics, should contact the workshop organizer 
directly.  Attendance must be limited to the capacity of the NRAO Green Bank lodging 
facilities.  As usual, the NRAO provides free room and board to all invitees, but any 
transportation costs must be borne by the individual scientists or their institutions. 

Topic 

The Comparative HI Content 
of Normal Galaxies 

Low Frequency Variables 

Dates 

April 5-8, 1982 

April 21-22, 1982 

Organizers 

Martha Haynes (Green Bank) 
Riccardo Giovanelli (Arecibo) 

Steve Spangler (Socorro) 
Bill Cotton (Charlottesville) 

R. J. Havlen 

INTERFERENCE AND MILITARY OPERATING AREAS 

Airborne transmitters frequently interfere with Green Bank observations in the 118 to 
2000 MHz range.  The worst offenders are navigation aids (tacan and radar) in the 
960-1350 MHz range, military electronic counter measures (ECM) in the 1300 MHz to 30 GHz 
range and perhaps skin reflections off aircraft of distant transmitters.  Five military 
training routes (MTR) pass within 20 miles of Green Bank.  Two military operating areas 
(M0A) include Green Bank and two others are two miles south of Green Bank.  In order to 
reduce potential interference, NRAO provides advance frequency-band observing schedules to 
the Navy and Air Force squadrons which schedule and coordinate MTR and MOA flights. 
Hopefully, they avoid scheduling potentially interfering ECM flights.  The Air Force pilots 
of the frequent low-level A10 flights over Green Bank are turning off all transmitters when 
within sight.  These are 200 watt 960-1150 MHz TACAN transponders, 400 watt 1200-1350 MHz 
air traffic control radar transponders, and radio altimeters. 

W. Brundage 
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NEW GREEN BANK CAFETERIA HOURS 

Weekdays (Monday through Friday) 

*Breakfast  7:30 - 9:30 A.M. 
Lunch 12:00 - 1:00 P.M. 
Orders taken for dinner from  5:00 - 6:30 P.M. 
Doors closed at 7:00 P.M. 

Weekend (Saturday and Sunday) 

Light breakfast for residence hall guests in lounge. 
Lunch 12:00 - 1:00 P.M. 
Orders taken for dinner from  5:00 - 6:00 P.M. 

Doors closed at 6:30 P.M. 

*Residence Hall guests will be billed a flat fee for breakfast along with their room bill 
rather than paying an attendant during breakfast hours. 

Guests staying in apartments will be asked when they request reservations whether they 
will be eating in the cafeteria or not.  If they elect to eat in the cafeteria, charges will 
be made as above. 

Residence Hall guests may order sandwiches (snacks) for consumption during hours that the 
cafeteria is closed.  They will be placed in the lounge refrigerator with the person's name 
on the package. 

A self-service coffee room is available at the Jansky Lab, Room 216, Monday through Friday. 
Honor system payment. 

R. K. Moore 

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 

Because of funding cuts and the reduction in force at Green Bank, we are asking everyone 
coming to Green Bank to utilize the shuttle (Monday through Friday) as much as possible. 
Anyone requiring special transportation please try to arrange your flight into and out of 
airports serving Green Bank during working hours (8:00 - 4:30) to avoid overtime for drivers 
where possible.  We realize getting to Green Bank is not easy.  All we ask when making your 
arrangements is that you take into consideration the requirement for NRAO transportation. 
Your help and consideration will be greatly appreciated. 

R. K. Moore 

CHECK CASHING 

Effective 1 January 1982, Jane Chestnut will assume responsibility for administration of 
the Green Bank petty cash fund.  The fund will be administered from Room 211, Jansky Lab. 

The hours for cashing personal checks will be 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon, Monday through 
Friday.  Personal checks up to $100 may be cashed for employees or visitors.  Written 
approval (initials on check) must be obtained from the Fiscal Officer, Assistant Fiscal 
Officer, or Site Business Manager for personal checks over $100.  Checks should be made 
out to "Cash" or "Petty Cash". 

R. K. Moore 
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TELEPHONE MODEM USE FOR CONTINUUM OBSERVING 

It is now possible for off-site observers with the proper equipment to reduce data on 
the 300-foot Analysis Modcomp, utilizing the commercial telephone lines. At the moment, 
only the continuum data reduction program can be used in this way (CONDAR), but the line 
program (POPS) will soon be included as well. Questions of a technical nature (actual setup 
of remote modem, etc.) should be directed to Ron Weimer in Green Bank 
(telephone 304-456-2125), while questions relating to the use of the computer program(s) 
should go to Marc Damashek (telephone 304-456-2206). 

Marc Damashek 
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